1. Introduction {#section.0010}
===============

Pathogens are considered as one of the major extinction factors ([@bib81], [@bib92]). Arguably, depletion of genetic diversity within populations may make them more vulnerable to pathogen assault ([@bib7], [@bib25], [@bib64]). First, inbreeding depression associated with population bottlenecks ([@bib48]) may limit the ability of individuals to mount an effective immune response. Indeed, inbreeding has been demonstrated to increase susceptibility to infections ([@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib20], [@bib46], [@bib75], [@bib77], [@bib85]) ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} ). Second, the loss of variation at genes responsible for resistance to parasites may render populations more susceptible to infection. This argument applies to highly polymorphic vertebrate Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) genes, coding for proteins presenting pathogen-derived antigens to T-cells, thus initiating the adaptive immune response ([@bib47]). [@bib44] suggested that retention of variation in these genes is an essential element of effective conservation programs, but this argument remains controversial ([@bib41]). Apart from MHC, other polymorphic genes can influence the effectiveness of defences against pathogens ([@bib1]). Here, however we concentrate on MHC genes only, as they are the most polymorphic genes known in vertebrates, and their function and evolution is better understood than that of other genes involved in the immune response. Despite this, as shown in our review, there is few data linking MHC diversity to population viability and some of it is equivocal. We hope that by drawing attention to gaps in our knowledge, our review will stimulate research that will facilitate better design of conservation programs.Fig. 1Depletion of genetic variation may affect resistance to pathogens via different paths; drift may fix deleterious mutations impairing organismal function including immune response, or cause the loss of alleles capable of recognition of assault by novel pathogens. Thus, association between infection and genetic diversity within populations need not be due to reduced MHC variation.

1.1. Adaptive significance of MHC variation {#section.0015}
-------------------------------------------

MHC codes for the most polymorphic genes in vertebrates ([@bib33]), some of which (A, B within MHC I and DRB within MHC II) have hundreds of alleles described in human populations (<http://www.ebi.ac.uk/imgt/hla/stats.html>), and dozens of alleles are typically found in large vertebrate populations. Most variation in individual MHC genes is concentrated in regions coding for extracellular domains forming a groove that binds antigens from either intracellular (MHC class I) or extracellular (MHC II) pathogens ([@bib42]). Polymorphism within these peptide binding regions is thought to be maintained by some form of balancing selection imposed by pathogens. Fast-evolving parasites may adapt to the most common host genotype and escape presentation of their antigens to the adaptive immune system of the host. Rare allelic variants of MHC genes to which parasites are unlikely to adapt would thus be favoured by negatively frequency-dependent selection ([@bib17], [@bib83]). Additionally, heterozygote advantage in resistance to parasites can contribute to polymorphism at MHC loci, as heterozygotes should be able to present a broader range of antigens ([@bib28], [@bib45], [@bib86]). Both these mechanisms would result in retention of allelic lineages over long evolutionary timescales, resulting in transspecific polymorphism ([@bib49]), and in the establishment of novel alleles that arise via mutation or micro-recombination. Indeed, in most species investigated so far, positions in MHC sequences coding for residues involved in binding antigens consistently show an excess of non-synonymous over synonymous substitutions, which is the hallmark of positive selection for amino acid substitutions ([@bib33], [@bib72], [@bib84]). There is growing evidence for the association of MHC genotypes or individual alleles and susceptibility to infection ([@bib15], [@bib26], [@bib79]; reviewed in [@bib84]) confirming that pressure from parasites is the primary source of selection on MHC. Indeed, in sticklebacks, parasite diversity was positively associated with MHC diversity across populations ([@bib90]). No correlation of parasite load with microsatellite diversity was detected, and no indication of interpopulation differences in *N* ~e~ was found. The authors thus argue that it is not the MHC diversity that affected population-level parasite load, but conversely, it is the prevalence of parasites that has promoted maintenance of high MHC variation. Similarly, [@bib27] observed that MHC diversity changed with latitudinal temperature gradient in Atlantic salmon, but also with bacterial diversity in the environment. Their analysis suggested that bacterial diversity is predominant in shaping MHC variability. At the interspecific level, [@bib23] found a positive correlation between parasite species richness and MHC diversity among rodents.

Balancing selection can also result from MHC-dependent choice of mates ([@bib8]). Several species show preferences for MHC-dissimilar mates ([@bib67], [@bib74], [@bib78], [@bib94]), which may be an adaptation to avoid mating with relatives or a way of producing MHC-heterozygous progeny, immune to a wider range of pathogens ([@bib58], [@bib70]). However, as preference for MHC-dissimilar mates does not seem to be the rule (e.g. [@bib16], [@bib51], [@bib60], [@bib68]), it seems likely that pressure from parasites is the primary source of selection on MHC.

1.2. MHC in conservation {#section.0020}
------------------------

[@bib64] suggested that the high susceptibility of cheetah and other bottlenecked species to diseases may result from the loss of variation at genes responsible for defence against diseases, such as MHC genes. As discussed above, there is growing evidence for an association of MHC types with susceptibility to infection, which seems to support the hypothesis of O'Brien and Evermann. In large populations, genotypes resistant to many pathogens should be present due to ample MHC variation. However, in bottlenecked populations rare MHC alleles may be lost due to strong random drift, thus compromising the ability of a population to respond to fast-evolving parasites: none of the few alleles remaining may be able to present antigens of a novel parasite type. Furthermore, parasites are expected to adapt to the most common host genotypes. For example, the human HLA-A11 allele confers resistance to Epstein--Barr disease, but only in populations in which it is rare, implying that an increase in frequency of the resistant allele facilitates adaptation in the parasites ([@bib24]). Consequently, parasites may evolve ways to evade host immune systems faster in populations with limited MHC diversity. Finally, the recovery of MHC variation, which to some extent arises via micro-recombination between existing alleles within MHC loci ([@bib76]), can be hindered in bottlenecked populations due to their lower effective recombination rate. However persuasive the arguments listed above, evidence for the effect of MHC diversity on population viability is needed before reliable recommendations for conservation programmes are made. The evidence for associations between MHC types and individual susceptibility to parasites, discussed in the previous section, gives us only a limited insight into effects of MHC diversity on population viability. Existence of such associations implies that some alleles may indeed not be able to respond to some parasite genotypes, but if few remaining alleles in a bottlenecked host population are highly divergent functionally, they may be able to bind antigens from a wide range of parasites ([@bib39]), and population-level susceptibility to infection may not be substantially affected. Furthermore, host genotype -- parasite load associations do not allow us to predict if, as discussed above, the adaptation of parasites, allowing them to overcome host defences, is facilitated in populations with limited MHC diversity. Likewise, widespread evidence for historical positive selection acting on MHC ([@bib13a]; [@bib33]; [@bib72]) does not imply that there is a link between selection on MHC polymorphism and population dynamics. MHC variants controlling infection may give their bearers a large competitive advantage, even if the parasites do not have a large effect on survival in uncompetitive situations. This would cause soft selection on MHC genes without much effect on population dynamics, which in turn may be determined mostly by the carrying capacity of the environment ([@bib9]). Thus, conservation biologists need to focus on consequences of population-level MHC diversity. After reviewing relevant evidence over a decade ago, [@bib29] concluded that "*None* of the studies \[on species exhibiting low MHC polymorphism\] identified the causes of low variability experimentally, and none has established causal relationship between low MHC variability and disease susceptibility". Here, we review studies that have accumulated since the article by [@bib29] was published. We concentrated on three questions: (1) whether drift can render MHC loci effectively neutral and thus reduce their diversity in populations; (2) whether reduced variation at MHC increases population-level parasite load or prevalence of disease; (3) whether reduced variation at MHC increases probability of population extinction.

2. Methods {#section.0025}
==========

This review followed systematic review methodology according to a protocol available at [www.environmentalevidence.org/SR65.html](http://www.environmentalevidence.org/SR65.html). Published studies were identified through searching the ISI Web of Knowledge (1996--2008) and Scopus database and by examining lists of references cited in these studies. We searched Scopus database since the beginning of records, as this database was not available at the time of the [@bib29]. The search strategies used combination "MHC AND drift" for the first question, "MHC AND (diversity OR variation) AND (infection OR disease OR parasite^\*^ OR pathogen^\*^)" for the second question; "MHC AND (extinction OR population survival OR population viability)" for the third question. The relevance of a study was first assessed by reading the title and abstract, and then by reading full texts of the papers considered relevant. To be included, studies concerning MHC and drift must have reported one or more tests of neutrality of MHC genes based on several populations, of which at least some have undergone a decrease in population size. Thus, some studies (e.g. [@bib54]) were not included as no decrease in the size of any of the populations studied were reported. Sequences of MHC genes must have shown the signatures of balancing selection (to ensure that the locus examined has been subject to historical selection). Apart from MHC variation, data on neutral variation must have been reported to control for demographic processes that might produce signal mimicking selection ([@bib61]). We identified 14 such studies of 12 species. A variety of methodologies were used to test for selection ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} ). Seven studies reported correlations between neutral markers and MHC allelic richness. We have summarised the results of these studies by calculating the mean correlation coefficient weighted by sample size (i.e. the number of populations). We tested for significance of this mean *r* by converting *r* values from particular studies into standard normal deviates (*Z* ~s~) using Fisher's *r* to *Z* transformation and calculating combined, weighted *Z* ~c~ according to Eq. (23) in [@bib93]. A set of seven studies tested whether structure in MHC is more/less pronounced than for neutral variation using *F* ~ST~ outlier ([@bib13]) or similar methods. Unfortunately most authors did not report exact *P*-values, and no standardised effect sizes are available for this simulation-based technique, which precluded formal meta-analysis. Instead, we employed simple tabulation of this and other, less commonly employed tests.Table 1MHC and neutral variation in natural populations. *N~pop~* -- number of studied populations; *N*~ind~ -- number of studied individuals. The evidence for historical selection on MHC comes from a d*N*/d*S* ratio \>1 in the Antigen Binding Sites (ABS); Recent selection is inferred from deviation of genotype frequencies from expected Hardy--Weinberg proportions (H--W), lack of correlation of allelic richness with that for neutral alleles (correlation), lack of significant isolation by distance (IBD), higher or lower population differentiation than for neutral alleles (*F*~ST~ outlier, population differentiation *F*~ST~), departures of allele frequency spectra from those expected under neutrality (Ewens--Watterson (E--W) and Slatkin's P and bottleneck tests for allele frequency data, Tajima's D test for nucleotide sequence data).Species (Taxon)*N*~pop~*N*~ind~Evidence for departure from neutralityPopulations examinedHistoricalRecent (type of evidence)*Teleosts*Atlantic salmon (*Salmo salar*)[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}7666YES (d*N*/d*S*)YES (E--W) NO (H--W, correlation)Comparison of land-locked and river populationsBrown trout (*Salmo trutta*)[b](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}9180YES (d*N*/d*S*)NO (Tajima D, E--W, population differentiation (*F*~ST~), correlation)Small isolated populationsBrown trout (*Salmo trutta*)[c](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}7492Not estimatedYES (*F*~ST~ outlier significant (diversifying selection) for MHC linked microsatellite locus in large populations, in small populations effect masked by immigration)Comparison of large populations and those that have declined in sizeCalifornia coastal steelhead (*Oncorhynchus mykiss*)[d](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}24444YES (d*N*/d*S*)NO (correlation, population differentiation *F*~ST~), YES (*F*~ST~ outlier (diversifying selection) in one of three regions)Populations that have experienced recent declines in sizeGila trout (*Oncorhynchus gilae gilae*)[e](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}10142YES (d*N*/d*S*)NO (*F*~ST~ outlier)Populations that have declined in sizeSockeye salmon (*Oncorhynchus nerka*)[f](#tblfn6){ref-type="table-fn"}315400YES (d*N*/d*S*)YES (E--W (16% of pops), Stalkin's *P* (9% of pops), population differentiation *F*~ST~)Thirty one river populations compared with one lake population  *Amphibians*Alpine newt (*Mesotriton alpestris*)[g](#tblfn7){ref-type="table-fn"}7149YES (d*N*/d*S*)NO (correlation, *F*~ST~ outlier)Groups of allopatric populations of postglacial originCrested newt (*Triturus cristatus*)[h](#tblfn8){ref-type="table-fn"}7100YES (d*N*/d*S*)NO (correlation)Comparison between refugial populations and populations from the postglacial expansion area  *Birds*Great snipe (*Gallinago media*)[i](#tblfn9){ref-type="table-fn"}10175YES (d*N*/d*S*)YES (Tajima's *D*, high structure between regions, not explained by neutral marker diversity, IBD)Scandinavian mountain vs. East European populationLesser kestrel (*Falco naumanni*)[j](#tblfn10){ref-type="table-fn"}7121YES (d*N*/d*S*)YES (Tajima's *D*) NO (correlation, IBD pattern)Free ranging but fragmented wild populationsSouth island robin (*Petroica australis australis*)[k](#tblfn11){ref-type="table-fn"}326YES (d*N*/d*S*)NO (correlation)Small, bottlenecked population  *Mammals*Spotted suslik (*Spermophilus suslicus*)[l](#tblfn12){ref-type="table-fn"}10195YES (d*N*/d*S*)NO (correlation, *F*~ST~ outlier)Small, bottlenecked populationsWater vole (*Arvicola terrestris*)[m](#tblfn13){ref-type="table-fn"}7591YES (d*N*/d*S*)NO (global *F*~ST~ outlier) YES (bottleneck, higher diversity in MHC at the phase of low population density, stronger selection at DQA1 locus, at high density phase effect masked by migration)Demographically fluctuating populations, comparison of low and high density phaseWater vole (*Arvicola terrestris*)[n](#tblfn14){ref-type="table-fn"}31303YES (d*N*/d*S*)YES (H--W: excess of heterozygotes in MHC but not in microsatellites; *G*~ST~ among metapopulations higher for MHC than for microsatellites), NO (between-year correlation of MHC and microsatellite differentiation at the metapopulation level)Metapopulations sampled over multiple years[^1][^2][^3][^4][^5][^6][^7][^8][^9][^10][^11][^12][^13][^14][^15]

Studies included to address the second question (MHC diversity and population-level infection) must have compared parasite/pathogen loads or disease prevalence in populations differing in the level of MHC variation, the number of populations examined should have allowed statistical analysis, and genome-wide inbreeding should have been taken into account. Crucially, the differences in MHC variation between populations must have been ascribed to drift, rather than to differences in pressure form parasites. Thus, studies on populations which have not undergone bottlenecks were not included, as it is likely that pressure from parasites selects for increased MHC diversity, resulting in positive correlation with parasite load (compare examples of sticklebacks and Atlantic salmon discussed above), rather than negative correlation predicted if drift leads to the loss of alleles conferring resistance. As we identified only one study that met these criteria, we also discuss results of other relevant papers.

The studies bearing on the third question (MHC variation and population extinction) mostly reported short or long-term survival of populations despite low MHC variation. However, as we discuss below, this kind of data can be inherently biased because it is rarely possible to attribute past extinctions to reduced MHC diversity.

3. Results and discussion {#section.0030}
=========================

Full review is available at [www.environmentalevidence.org/SR65.html](http://www.environmentalevidence.org/SR65.html) (review no 65).

3.1. MHC diversity and genetic drift {#section.0035}
------------------------------------

Alleles will be effectively neutral if *s*  \< 1/2 *N* ~e~, where *s* is the selection coefficient and *N* ~e~ is the effective population size. Thus, MHC alleles in even moderate frequencies will be subject to loss due to drift if population size is small or if balancing selection acting on MHC is relatively weak. A number of species that have experienced extreme population bottlenecks do indeed show depletion of variation at MHC, e.g. cheetah ([@bib65]), Eurasian beaver ([@bib9], [@bib31]), European bison ([@bib73]), giant panda ([@bib95]), Seychelles warbler ([@bib38]), mountain goat ([@bib55]) and Galapagos penguin ([@bib14]). In most of these cases, the DNA sequences of the MHC genes show signatures of historical positive selection, so limited MHC variation can be attributed to drift, rather than to the lack of selection on MHC ([@bib9], [@bib57], [@bib73]).

However, strong balancing selection may resist drift even in drastically bottlenecked populations. [@bib5] have found that two MHC alleles were present in an island fox population totally devoid of variation in microsatellites and multilocus fingerprints and argued that MHC variation was preserved due to balancing selection. [@bib40], however, pointed out that alternative scenarios, such as a founder effect from a nearby larger population, can also explain the observed pattern. Recently, [@bib88] found a higher parasite load in the smaller of two isolated populations of the guppy, *Poecilla reticulata*. Interestingly, MHC variation was similar in the two populations, in spite of the difference in microsatellite diversity. [@bib88] thus concluded that it was the parasite load that imposed stronger balancing selection on MHC and maintained variation in the small population. Another interesting example is the great crested newt (discussed in detail below), in which three geographically distant populations inhabiting postglacial expansion areas share the same two alleles ([@bib10]). This suggests that the alleles could have been maintained by balancing selection for several thousands of years since the expansion.

The study of moderately bottlenecked fragmented populations within species offers more stringent tests of the role of drift in shaping MHC variation. Several recent studies compared levels of MHC diversity across populations with that of neutral variation, and most have found a significant correlation ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The mean weighted *r* calculated from these studies was 0.76 (*Z* ~c~  = 2.59, *P*  = 0.01). This indicates that on the short timescale MHC variation is shaped predominately by demographic processes rather than by selection. Nevertheless, some tests of selection, such as these of Ewens-Watterson or Tajima, suggest the role of selection in shaping MHC allele frequencies ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). In two of 12 species included in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} evidence of balancing selection and not of drift shaping MHC variation was found. In five species the evidence was mixed (different tests yielded disparate conclusions), indicating that both drift and selection may have an impact, and five studies found evidence of drift only. In one of the two positive studies, the sockeye salmon, the evidence of positive selection was found only in a fraction of populations ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

Rather than selection, population demographic history may account for the significant outcomes of neutrality tests ([@bib61]), although it can be to some extent corrected for by running simultaneous test on neutral markers (e.g. [@bib18]). A more rigorous test of the role of selection is offered by the *F* ~ST~ outlier analysis ([@bib13]). The rationale behind this analysis is that demographic processes affect neutral loci, distributed over the genome, in the same way, leading to a single expectation for the level of population differentiation (measured by *F* ~ST~). Loci which fall outside of confidence intervals of the neutral *F* ~ST~ values are likely to be under selection -- diversifying if they show significantly higher *F* ~ST~ and spatially uniform if their *F* ~ST~ is lower than neutral expectations ([@bib12]). The spatially uniform selection is a likely result of balancing selection, preventing the loss of rare alleles and homogenising their frequencies across populations, whereas diversifying selection may result from directional selection, which could enhance the loss of genetic diversity rather than prevent it. Applications of this test to microsatellite and MHC variation revealed significant deviation from neutrality in two of six studies ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). In both these studies, however, *F* ~ST~ outlier analysis indicated action of diversifying selection. Overall, MHC alleles seem to often be affected by drift even if reduction of population size is not extreme.

3.2. MHC diversity and susceptibility to infection {#section.0040}
--------------------------------------------------

Some studies reported positive associations between parasite species richness and MHC variation ([@bib90], [@bib27]), but as discussed above, the differences in MHC diversity were ascribed to differential pressure from parasites, rather than to genetic drift. As such, results of these studies are not relevant to the question of what are the consequences of the loss of MHC variation in bottlenecked populations. We have found only a single study of susceptibility to infection across populations that differed in MHC diversity due to recent bottlenecks. [@bib34] found no evidence that MHC variation was associated with mortality caused by the bacterial pathogen *Listonella anguillarum* in the endangered gila topminnow. The same was true of other measures of genetic diversity, including variation at microsatellite loci. As results of a single study are hard to generalise, we summarise below other studies that provide some suggestive data, and we highlight the need for further research.

Perhaps the most convincing is the case of the Tasmanian devil, reported recently by [@bib80], in which the spread of a transmissible tumour is apparently facilitated by very low variation at MHC I. The tumour, transferred between individuals by biting, may be considered as an allograft, and should thus be rejected by the host immune system following recognition of foreign MHC. The lack of rejection might result from the down-regulation of classical MHC molecule expression by the tumour, but Siddle et al. found no evidence of this; rather, because of low MHC I variation, the tumour is often perceived as "self" by the host immune system.

While MHC monomorphism prevents graft rejection, it may still allow presentation of a large number of antigens from pathogens due to the promiscuity of peptide binding by MHC molecules ([@bib62]). Thus, the susceptibility of populations with limited MHC variation to an unusual transmissible tumour may not be representative of threats posed by pathogens to population survival. [@bib55] found no evidence for increased susceptibility to disease in a bottlenecked population of mountain goats, in which only two MHC DRB alleles were retained. On the other hand, high mortality in a breeding colony of cheetah caused by coronavirus-associated feline infectious peritonitis has been attributed to reduced genetic variation at MHC, ascertained in this species ([@bib65]). However, general inbreeding may have also brought about the same outcome ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, separation of the effect of general inbreeding from that of depletion of MHC variation may often be difficult. In several studies infections were shown to be correlated with decreased genetic diversity, although variation at MHC had not been directly assessed. The stability of populations of critically endangered Ethiopian wolf (*Canis simensis*) is affected by rabies virus epidemics, particularly likely to eradicate smaller populations ([@bib87]). As small populations are expected to show lower levels of genetic variation, this suggests a link between susceptibility to infection and genetic variation. [@bib69] compared susceptibility to infection with FV3 (frog virus 3) among populations of the Italian agile frog *Rana latastei*. They found that populations with lower microsatellite diversity suffered higher mortality imposed by this emerging pathogen. On a smaller scale, a bottlenecked population of a New Zealand robin *Petroica australis* had similar parasite load, but lower immune response compared to a more diverse source population ([@bib59]). [@bib91] found a significant association of minisatellite diversity and louse abundance across populations of the Galapagos hawk (*Buteo galapagoensis*). They also found that genetic diversity correlated with the level of natural antibodies (Nabs), which in turn was also correlated with louse abundance. As expression of Nabs is constitutive and not antigen-dependent, the increased susceptibility of genetically depauperate populations to louse infestation is likely due to factors other than depletion of MHC variation. Whether this is also true for other cases of inverse correlations between genetic diversity (including MHC diversity) and infection susceptibility remains to be investigated. Future studies should make an effort to separate effects of genome-wide inbreeding from the effect of reduced MHC variation. In natural populations this will often be difficult, as MHC and neutral variation are often correlated ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), unless strong selection will maintain substantial MHC diversity despite low *N* ~e~ (see previous section). Experimental approaches (e.g. [@bib34]) are potentially very informative, but limited to species that can be subjected to experimental breeding.

3.3. Does MHC variation affect population survival? {#section.0045}
---------------------------------------------------

We have found a number of studies reporting a limited MHC variation in species that have undergone population bottlenecks, but yet the populations survived and even increased in number (reviewed below). We found no studies reporting populations or species that have gone extinct following reduction of MHC variations. However, Tasmanian devils discussed above seem to be declining since emergence of transmissible tumor epidemics and no compensatory population responses are observed, making extinction of the population a serious threat ([@bib50]). Furthermore, we want to stress that this data set is likely to be heavily biased. While it is possible to determine MHC variation in species that have survived despite bottlenecks, there is usually no way of telling if species which went extinct in the past did so because of genetic factors ([@bib32]). Thus, the examples of species whose MHC variation has been depleted during extreme bottlenecks, but which nevertheless were able to recover and increase in numbers, can be taken as evidence that not all such species are bound to go extinct, but not as a proof that MHC diversity does not affect probability of extinction.

Several studies concluded that MHC variation has little effect on population dynamics on the short timescale ([@bib9], [@bib31], [@bib55], [@bib57], [@bib89]). An extreme example is provided by the Scandinavian population of Eurasian beaver, lacking variation at MHC altogether ([@bib31]). Despite this, the population size increased from about 100 to more than 150,000 during the 20th century ([@bib36]). The speculation that beavers may have experienced little selection on MHC ([@bib31]) has been rejected by data from other relict Eurasian beaver populations. [@bib9] have found that while six out of seven of these populations were monomorphic, each was fixed for a different MHC II DRB allele. This pattern of variation, and a strong signal of historical selection acting on DRB sequences, indicate that MHC variation was lost due to the extreme bottleneck the species experienced at the end of the 19th century ([@bib9]). Most of these populations recovered after the species was granted legal protection ([@bib36], [@bib63]), suggesting that populations can thrive despite MHC monomorphism. However, a century that has passed since the bottleneck may be too brief a period for the conclusion that MHC variation does not affect population dynamics. A longer timescale is provided by species whose genetic variation was reduced during glaciations. In great crested newts, ample variation at MHC II has been retained in the southern glacial refugium, but northern populations, founded during postglacial expansion, harbour only two expressed alleles. Despite such limited variation, populations in the expansion area have been viable for several thousands of years ([@bib10]). In moose MHC variation was probably lost during a bottleneck that occurred about 100,000 years ago and since then new mutations accumulated and additional alleles have apparently arisen via micro-recombination ([@bib57]). Most of the variation in the newly emerged MHC alleles is non-synonymous, indicating that they were quickly driven to high frequencies via positive Darwinian selection. This is an informative case indicating that loss of MHC is not necessarily conductive to extinction, but this does not imply a lack of selection on MHC. This is to be expected if selection resulting from parasites arises from reduced competitiveness of infected individuals instead of from mortality ([@bib9]). Alternatively, mortality may be of compensatory, rather than of additive character (or soft, rather than hard), i.e. parasites may cause the death of the proportion of infected individuals that exceeds the carrying capacity of their environment ([@bib21], [@bib22]). This scenario would result in long-term selection, evident in sequences, but with little effect on population dynamics. Indeed, recent reviews concluded that despite infectious disease being considered one of five major extinction factors ([@bib92]), there is little hard evidence to support this conviction ([@bib25], [@bib82]). Extinction was attributed, at least partially, to infectious disease in only 3.5% of species reported extinct in the last 500 years by IUCN Red list, but in no case was it listed as the single cause ([@bib82]). The authors emphasize, however, that there is a large degree of uncertainty concerning the inferred causes of extinction reported by the IUCN, so the role of parasites in extinction should not be prematurely dismissed. Moreover, some convincingly documented examples of local extinction or near-extinction caused by disease have been documented (reviewed in [@bib25], [@bib56]), and there is growing evidence that infections by a chytrid fungus is one of the major causes of dramatic amphibian declines observed in the last three decades ([@bib53]).

Even if selection induced by parasites is hard, population survival might not be compromised by the reduction of MHC variation if the variants retained show much of the original functional variation. Indeed, [@bib43] argued that species threatened with extinction tend to retain highly divergent allelic variants. In the red wolf, only four allelic variants are found, but their divergence is high. Simulations based on 27 sequences found in red wolves and in related Mexican wolves and coyotes have shown that this level of divergence was unlikely to have arisen by chance. If this is a general pattern, then the potential of endangered species to respond to pathogen assault may be higher than the small number of retained alleles suggest, i.e. due to the promiscuity of peptide binding, a few divergent alleles may be able to bind antigens from a wide range of parasites.

4. Conclusions {#section.0050}
==============

There is ample evidence for long-term balancing selection acting on peptide binding regions of MHC, and associations between MHC types and susceptibility to infection have been documented in numerous cases. Despite balancing selection shaping MHC polymorphism in the long-term, MHC variation is often substantially reduced in bottlenecked and fragmented populations. However, whether such a loss poses a threat to the survival of populations remains unclear. The scarcity of direct evidence for the impact of MHC diversity on the survival prospects of populations, coupled with examples of long-term survival of populations despite reduced MHC polymorphism may suggest that MHC diversity is not as serious a concern in conservation as some authors have suggested. However, as the causes of past extinction events are usually uncertain, the evidence is likely to be unbalanced: it is easier to document survival, than extinction of species with depleted MHC diversity. Furthermore, most convincing examples of long-term survival of species come from northern populations ([@bib9], [@bib31], [@bib55], [@bib57]). This may be a consequence parasite pressure decreasing with latitude ([@bib35], [@bib55]), and so these examples may not be representative of the overall impact of MHC variation on population survival. There is thus an imperative need for data that could indirectly reveal the possible consequences of MHC diversity for population viability. In particular, we need more data on the impact of MHC allelic richness on the abundance of parasites and prevalence of disease in populations. Such data, although indirect, are much easier to obtain than the data relating MHC variation to actual extinction events. As we stressed earlier, efforts should be made to control for genome-wide inbreeding. Complementary research should assess the role of pathogens in shaping population dynamics (see [@bib25], [@bib82]). Regarding studies comparing differentiation and levels of variation between MHC and neutral markers, our methodological suggestions are that the researchers should report exact *P*-values of the *F* ~ST~ outlier tests and correlation coefficients between MHC and neutral allelic richness; this would facilitate future synthesis of the results.

[@bib44] argued that captive breeding programs should be designed to protect diversity at MHC. His argument may be summarised as follows: although for a given population size the loss of average heterozygosity may not be very high, variation at some individual loci may be lost. Loss of variation at many loci would not matter, as allelic variants are most often neutral. Therefore, we should concentrate on loci whose adaptive significance is well understood, such as MHC loci. [@bib41], however, pointed out that if captive breeding programs aim to preserve variation at a single locus, families with rare alleles will be over-represented and this may lead to increased genome-wide homozygosity, exposing deleterious mutations and causing inbreeding depression. Thus, he recommended avoidance of inbreeding as the main aim of genetic restoration programs. Given the uncertainty about the role of MHC variation for population viability, this recommendation seems reasonable, especially since inbreeding depression has well documented detrimental effects on fitness, including impairment of the immune response (reviewed above). Thus, it seems rational to recommend inbreeding avoidance as a priority in cases where it would conflict with retention of maximum MHC variation. However, breeding programs designed to avoid inbreeding will tend to retain much of the MHC variation, so that such conflicts will rarely be severe. Furthermore, natural populations harbouring the most MHC variation will also usually have more genome-wide diversity ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), therefore, the protection of both types of genetic diversity can be achieved simultaneously.

Supplementary material {#section.0055}
======================

Supplementary information is available at [www.environmentalevidence-org/SR65.html](http://www.environmentalevidence-org/SR65.html).
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